We resolve in the affirmative conjectures of A. Skopenkov and Repovš (1998), and M. Skopenkov (2003) generalizing the classical Hanani-Tutte theorem to the setting of approximating maps of graphs in the plane by embeddings. Our proof of this result is constructive and almost immediately implies that flat clustered planarity can be tested in polynomial time if a plane drawing of the cluster adjacency graph is given as a part of the input. More precisely, an instance of this problem consists of (i) a planar graph G whose vertices are partitioned into clusters and whose inter-cluster edges are partitioned into bundles, and (ii) a region R of the plane given as the union of a set of pairwise disjoint discs corresponding to the clusters and a set of pairwise non-intersecting "pipes" corresponding to the bundles, connecting certain pairs of these discs. We are to decide whether G can be embedded inside R so that the vertices in every cluster are drawn in the corresponding disc, the edges in every bundle pass only through its corresponding pipe, and every edge crosses the boundary of each disc at most once.
Introduction
It is a classical result of Hopcroft and Tarjan that graph planarity can be tested in linear time [29] and a crossing-free drawing of a planar graph in the plane can be constructed in linear time as well. Simpler and faster algorithms were constructed in [8, 12] .
Seeing a graph G as a one-dimensional topological space, a planarity testing algorithm decides whether there exists an injective continuous map, also called an embedding, f : G → R 2 . We study a more general algorithmic problem in which we are given a continuous piecewise linear map ϕ : G → R 2 , which is typically not an embedding, and we are to decide whether for every ε > 0 there exists an embedding f : G → R 2 such that f (x) − ϕ(x) 2 < ε for all x ∈ G. Such a map f is called an ε-approximation of ϕ, and in this case we say that ϕ is approximable by an embedding. If ϕ is a constant map, the problem is clearly equivalent to the classical planarity testing. Obviously, an instance of our problem is negative if there exists a pair of edges e and g in G such that the curves ϕ(e) and ϕ(g) induced by ϕ properly cross. Hence, in a typical instance of our problem the map ϕ somewhat resembles an embedding except that we allow a pair of edges to overlap and an edge to be mapped onto a single point.
The problem of approximability of ϕ by an embedding and its higher-dimensional analogues appeared in the literature under different names in several contexts in both mathematics and computer science. Its investigation in mathematics goes back to the 1960s, when Sieklucki proved a theorem [36, Theorem 2.1] implying the following. For a given G, every continuous piecewise linear map ϕ : G → R ⊂ R 2 is approximable by an embedding if and only if every connected component of G is a subcubic graph with at most one vertex of degree three 1 . In a more recent paper by M. Skopenkov [37] , an algebraic characterization via van Kampen obstructions of maps ϕ approximable by an embedding is given in the case when G is a cycle or when G is subcubic and the image of ϕ is a simple closed curve. This implies a polynomial-time algorithm for the decision problem in the corresponding cases and can be seen as a variant of the following characterization of planar graphs due to Hanani and Tutte.
The Hanani-Tutte theorem is a classical result [27, 38] saying that a graph G is planar if we can draw it in the plane so that every pair of edges not sharing a vertex cross an even number of times. According to Schaefer [35, Remark 3.6] , "The planarity criterion of Hanani-Tutte brings together computational, algebraic and combinatorial aspects of the planarity problem." Perhaps the most remarkable algorithmic aspect of this theorem is that it implies the existence of a polynomial-time algorithm for planarity testing [34, Section 1.4.2] . In particular, the Hanani-Tutte theorem reduces planarity testing to solving a system of linear equations over Z 2 .
In what follows, we measure the time complexity of the algorithm in terms of the number of real values specifying ϕ, denoted by |ϕ|, where a pair of real values specify ϕ(v), for every v ∈ V (G), and for every edge e ∈ E(G) the polygon ϕ(e) is additionally specified by a sequence of coordinates of its internal vertices.
Roughly speaking, in the corresponding special cases the result of M. Skopenkov says 1 The theorem of Sieklucki is more general than the claim and is formulated as a result about "realization of mappings". In this setting we are given a topological space Y and a map ϕ : G → X and we are interested in the existence of an embedding E of X in Y such that the composition of ϕ and E is approximable by an embedding. that ϕ is approximable by an embedding if and only if ϕ is approximable by a generic continuous map under which every pair of non-adjacent edges cross an even number of times. The running time of the algorithm based on the characterization is O(|ϕ| 2ω ), where O(n ω ) is the complexity of multiplication of square n × n matrices [22, Section 2] . The best current algorithms for matrix multiplication give ω < 2.3729 [25, 40] 2 . Independently of the aforementioned developments, results of recent papers [1, 9, 11] on weakly simple embeddings imply that the problem of deciding the approximability of ϕ by an embedding is tractable and can be carried out in quasi-quadratic 3 time if G is a cycle. An algorithm running in quartic time 3 is implied by a result of the first author [20] for the case when the image of ϕ is a simple closed curve. These algorithms are faster than Skopenkov's algorithm. Besides the mentioned results, prior to our work, restrictive partial results were achieved only when the image of ϕ is contained in a line in a slightly different context discussed below. Even in this case the problem was settled only in the case when G is a tree by the first author [19] , the image of the vertex set ϕ(V (G)) forms the relative boundary of ϕ(G) [22] , or when G is 3-connected [2] 4 .
We show that the problem of deciding whether ϕ is approximable by an embedding is tractable for every graph G and continuous piecewise linear map ϕ : G → R 2 , thus confirming a conjecture of M. Skopenkov [37, Conjecture 1.6] .
In spite of the analytic definition, the algorithmic problem of deciding whether ϕ is approximable by an embedding admits a polynomially equivalent reformulation that is of combinatorial flavor and that better captures the essence of the problem. Therefore we state our results in terms of the reformulation, which is a fairly general restricted version of the c-planarity problem [16, 17] of Feng, Cohen and Eades introduced by Cortese et al. [11] . We remark that the computational complexity of c-planarity testing is a wellknown notoriously difficult open problem in the area of graph visualization [10] . To illustrate this state of affairs we mention that Angelini and Da Lozzo [3] have recently studied our restricted variant under the name of c-planarity with embedded pipes and provided an FPT algorithm for it [3, Corollary 18] .
Roughly speaking, in the clustered planarity problem we are given a planar graph G equipped with a hierarchical structure of subsets of its vertex set. The subsets are called clusters, and two clusters are either disjoint or one contains the other. The question is whether a planar embedding of G with the following property exists: the vertices in each cluster are drawn inside a disc corresponding to the cluster so that the boundaries of the discs do not intersect, the discs respect the hierarchy of the clusters, and every edge in the embedding crosses the boundary of each disc at most once.
Clustered planarity with embedded pipes
First we introduce the notation necessary for precisely stating the problem that we study.
Let G = (V, E) be a multigraph without loops. If we treat G as a topological space, then a drawing f of G is a continuous map from G into the plane where every vertex in V is mapped to a unique point and every edge e ∈ E joining u and v is mapped to a simple arc joining f (u) and f (v). We understand E as a multiset, and by a slight abuse of notation we refer to an edge e joining u and v as uv even though there might be other edges joining the same pair of vertices. Multiple edges are mapped to distinct arcs meeting at their endpoints. We assume that drawings satisfy the following general position conditions. No edge passes through a vertex, every pair of edges intersect in finitely many points, no two edges touch, and no three edges cross at the same inner point. An embedding of G is a drawing of G without crossings. If it leads to no confusion, we do not distinguish between a vertex or an edge and its image in the drawing and we use the words "vertex" and "edge" in both contexts. Also when talking about a drawing we often mean its image.
For S ⊆ R 2 and ε > 0, by N ε (S) we denote the closed ε-Euclidean neighborhood of S. By Fáry's theorem [15] , every planar graph has a straight-line embedding. Let H = (V (H), E(H)) be simple graph straight-line embedded in the plane. Throughout the paper we denote both vertices and edges of H by Greek letters. For an ε > 0, let the ε-thickening H of H be the union of the sets N ε (ν), for all ν ∈ V (H), and N ε (ρ), for all ρ ∈ E(H), where 0 < ε < ε is sufficiently small as specified later. For every edge ρ ∈ E(H) with ρ = νν , we define the pipe of ρ ∈ E(H) as the closure of N ε (ρ) \ (N ε (ν) ∪ N ε (ν )). Let the valve of ρ at N ε (ν) be the curve obtained as the intersection of N ε (ν) and the pipe of ρ. We assume that ε > 0 is smaller than d/4, where d is the minimum distance between a vertex ν of H and an edge ρ not incident to ν over all such edge-vertex pairs. This ensures that pipes intersect the neighborhoods N ε (ν) only at their valves. We choose ε sufficiently small so that the pipes are pairwise disjoint. Thus, H preserves the facial structure of H. The problem of clustered planarity with embedded pipes that we study is defined as follows. Refer to Figure 1 .
Instance. An instance of the problem is a triple (G, H, ϕ) of an (abstract) graph G, a straight-line plane graph H, and a map ϕ : V (G) → V (H) such that every pair of vertices joined by an edge in G are mapped either to a pair of vertices joined by an edge in H or to the same vertex of H. We naturally extend the definition of ϕ to each subset U of V by putting ϕ(U ) = {ϕ(u)| u ∈ U }, and to each subgraph G 0 of G by putting ϕ(G 0 ) = (ϕ(V (G 0 )), {ϕ(e)| e ∈ E(G 0 ), |ϕ(e)| = 2}). We assume the vertex set V (H) of H to be {ν 1 , . . . , ν k }. The map ϕ induces a partition of the vertex set of G into clusters
Question: Decide whether G can be embedded in the interior of an ε-thickening H of H, for some ε > 0, so that for all i = 1, . . . , k the following holds.
(B) Every edge intersecting the boundary of N ε (ν i ) does so in a single proper crossing.
Note that conditions (A) and (B) imply that every edge of G is allowed to pass through at most one pipe. If (G, H, ϕ) is a positive instance we say that (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding, shortly approximable.
The instance (G, H, ϕ), or shortly ϕ, is locally injective if for every vertex v ∈ V (G), the restriction of ϕ to the union of v and the set of its neighbors is injective, or equivalently, no two vertices that are adjacent or have a common neighbor in G are mapped by ϕ to Figure 1 : An instance (G, H, ϕ) and its approximation by an embedding contained in the thickening H of H. The valves of the pipe of ρ = ν i ν j at N ε (ν i ) and N ε (ν j ) are highlighted by bold arcs.
the same vertex in H. An edge of G is a pipe edge if it is mapped by ϕ to an edge of H. When talking about pipe edges, we have a particular instance in mind, which is clear from the context. The pipe degree of a connected component C of G[V ν i ] is the number of edges ρ of H for which there exists a pipe edge e with one vertex in C such that ϕ(e) = ρ.
In Section 4 we show that the problem of deciding whether a piecewise linear continuous map of a graph in the plane is approximable by an embedding is polynomially equivalent to the problem of deciding whether (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding.
The result
An edge in a drawing is even if it crosses every other edge an even number of times. A vertex in a drawing is even if every pair of its incident edges cross an even number of times. An edge in a drawing is independently even if it crosses every other non-adjacent edge an even number of times. A drawing of a graph is (independently) even if all edges are (independently) even. Note that every embedding is an even drawing.
We formulate our main theorem in terms of a relaxation of the notion of an approximable instance (G, H, ϕ). An instance (G, H, ϕ) is Z 2 -approximable if there exists an ε > 0 and an independently even drawing of G in the interior of an ε-thickening H of H such that (A) and (B) are satisfied. We call such a drawing a Z 2 -approximation of (G, H, ϕ).
The rotation at a vertex v in a drawing of a graph G is the clockwise cyclic order of the edges incident to v in a small neighborhood of v in the drawing. The rotation system of a drawing of a graph G is the set of rotations of all the vertices in the drawing. The proof of the Hanani-Tutte theorem from [32] proves that given an independently even drawing of a graph in the plane, there exists an embedding of the graph in which the rotations at even vertices are preserved, that is, they are the same as in the original independently even drawing. We refer to this statement as to the unified Hanani-Tutte theorem [23] . Our result can be thought of as a generalization of this theorem, which also motivates the following definition. A drawing f of G is compatible with a drawing f 0 of G if every even vertex in f 0 is also even in f and has the same rotation in both drawings f 0 and f .
It is known that Z 2 -approximability of (G, H, ϕ) does not have to imply its approximability by an embedding [33, Figure 1 (a)]. Our main result characterizes the instances (G, H, ϕ) for which such implication holds. The characterization is formulated in terms of the derivative of (G, H, ϕ), whose formal definition is postponed to Section 3. We give an informal description of the derivative later in this subsection. Theorem 1. If (G, H, ϕ) is Z 2 -approximable by an independently even drawing f 0 then either (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding compatible with f 0 , or it is not approximable by an embedding and in the ith derivative (G (i) , H (i) , ϕ (i) ), for some i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 2|E(G)|}, there exists a connected component C ⊆ G (i) such that C is a cycle, ϕ (i) is locally injective and (C, H (i) , ϕ (i) ) is not approximable by an embedding. 5 Remark 2. The obstruction (C, H (i) , ϕ (i) ) from the statement of the theorem has the form of the "standard winding example" [33, Figure 1 (a)], in which the cycle C is forced by ϕ (i) to wind around a point inside a face of H more than once (and an odd number of times, since it has a Z 2 -approximation).
Remark 3. Note that we do not assume that G is connected.
Remark 4. If G is a forest, the Z 2 -approximability implies approximability by an embedding.
Remark 5. The proof of Theorem 1 extends verbatim to any closed orientable surface, and with a minor change works also for non-orientable surfaces as discussed in Remark 35 at the end of the proof of the theorem. In such an extension H would be just an embedding as opposed to a straight-line embedding in the planar case. However, the fact that we work with a straight-line embedding is just a matter of convenience and is not essential for our result.
Theorem 1 confirms a conjecture of M. Skopenkov [37, Conjecture 1.6], since our definition of the derivative agrees with his definition in the case when G is a cycle, and since a cycle C in (C, H (i) , ϕ (i) ) gives rise to a cycle D in G such that (D (i) , H (i) , ϕ (i) ) = (C, H (i) , ϕ (i) ) by Claim 37. It also confirms a conjecture of Repovš and A. B. Skopenkov [33, Conjecture 1.8] by Remark 4. The main consequence of Theorem 1 is the following. Theorem 6. We can test in polynomial time whether (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding.
Theorem 6 implies tractability of c-planarity with embedded pipes [11] and therefore solves a related open problem of Chang, Erickson and Xu [9, Section 8.2] and Akitaya et al. [1] . The theorem also implies that strip planarity introduced by Angelini et al. [2] is tractable, and hence, solves the main problem asked therein. The theorem generalizes results of [22] and [24] , and implies that c-planarity [16, 17] for flat clustered graphs is tractable for instances with three clusters (Theorem 38 in Section 11); this has been open, to the best of our knowledge. We remark that only solutions to the problem for two clusters were given so far [5, 26, 28] .
(P, H, ϕ) (P, H, ϕ) Figure 2 : The construction of the derivative (P, H, ϕ) of (P, H, ϕ).
(P, H, ϕ) (P, H, ϕ) (P, H, ϕ) Figure 3 : Subsequent derivatives of (P, H, ϕ). We contract every connected component of (ϕ (i) ) −1 [ν], for ν ∈ V (H (i) ), i = 1, 2, 3, to a vertex without changing the approximability of the instance. The third derivative certifies that the original instance was not approximable by an embedding. The light shaded thickened edges of H do not belong to the image of ϕ (i) in the corresponding instance.
The main problem with extending these results to more general setting is that the tools such as SPQR trees [13] and PQ/PC-trees [6, 7, 30] that are often used for devising algorithms for similar problems do not seem to work here in spite of the fact that various special cases were solved by applying such methods. A recent work [2, 20] suggested an approach via computation of a flow/perfect matching in a graph. However, this approach is tailored for the setting in which also the isotopy class of an embedding of G is fixed. An attempt to make it work also in the general setting was made in [19] by the first author, but fell short of providing an algorithm even when H is a path, except if G is a forest. The approach via a variant of the Hanani-Tutte theorem [22, 35] , which we take, also did not look very promising due to the counterexample found in [33, Figure 1 (a)], which was discovered independently in [22, Section 6] .
The derivative of maps of graphs. The main contribution of our work is an extension to arbitrary continuous piecewise-linear maps of graphs in R 2 of the approach of M. Skopenkov [37] for detecting whether a continuous map of a graph into a circle in R 2 , or an arbitrary continuous piecewise linear map of a cycle into R 2 is approximable by an embedding. The technique therein is based on the notion of the derivative of a map of a graph introduced by Minc [31] . Minc defined the derivative only for graphs with maximum degree 2, and M. Skopenkov extended his definition to the case of maps of graphs into a circle. The novelty of our technique lies in a fine interplay of the previously used approaches to variants of the Hanani-Tutte theorem [18, 22, 32, 37] .
To illustrate the notion of the derivative, we first discuss the case treated by Minc, when G in an instance (G, H, ϕ) is a path P . Intuitively, the derivative of (P, H, ϕ) smooths out the instance while simultaneously zooming into the structure of the map ϕ. For example, if H is a path of length k then k successive applications of the derivative result in an instance with a single cluster, and if H is a cycle, an application of the derivative might not change H, but shortens "spurs".
Refer to Figures 2 and 3 . It is easy to see that if P is a path we can assume without loss of generality that ϕ −1 [ν], for ν ∈ V (H), is always an independent set; in other words, ϕ(e) is an edge of H for every e ∈ E(G). The derivative in this case is defined as a new instance (P , H , ϕ ) = (P, H, ϕ) , where H is a subgraph of the line graph 6 of H that is not necessarily planar. However, H is planar if (P, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding. Thus, H is still equipped with a drawing, but this drawing does not have to be an embedding. The connected components of ϕ −1 [ρ], for ρ ∈ E(H), are mapped by ϕ to the vertex of H corresponding to ρ. Such connected components are then joined by edges both of whose end vertices correspond to the same original vertex of P , and hence, the resulting graph P is again a path.
The drawing of H is defined as a restriction of a drawing of the line graph L(H) of H naturally inherited from the embedding of H as follows. We draw a vertex corresponding to an edge of H as a point in its interior. The edges of L(H) corresponding to a vertex ν of H form a clique K ν . The cliques K ν are drawn so that combinatorially the drawing is equivalent to a straight-line drawing in which the vertices are drawn in convex position ordered according to the rotation of ν. Every pair of such cliques is drawn in the outer face of each other. For us, the most interesting property of (P, H, ϕ) is that (P, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding if and only if (P, H, ϕ) is, and that the length of P after contracting all its subpaths mapped by ϕ to a single vertex of H is smaller than the length of P .
A priori, it is hard to see if the algorithmic problem of deciding whether (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding is tractable even in the case when G is a path. Here, the main problem are extremes of ϕ, which can be though of as "tips of spurs", such as yellow and gray vertices in Figure 2 , since combinatorially there are two ways of approximating the drawing of the two edges incident to such an extreme by an embedding. However, the algorithmic question of deciding whether (P, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding can be reduced to constructing the derivative and checking whether the obtained drawing of H is an embedding. Since the latter can be easily carried out in a polynomial time this makes the problem tractable.
M. Skopenkov [37] extended the ideas of Minc to the case of subcubic graphs mapped into a circle; that is, the case when H is a cycle. In this case a Z 2 -approximation of the derivative is constructed given that the original instance was Z 2 -approximable. In Skopenkov's version of the derivative, the graph H is still a subgraph of the line graph of the original graph, and the Z 2 -approximability of the instance implies that H is planar; this last fact is also true in our definition of the derivative.
Independently discovered operations of expansion and contraction of a base from [11] , that were used also in [1, 9] , can be thought of as a local version of the derivative of Minc and M. Skopenkov. We remark that the developments in [1, 9, 11] were obtained independently from the line of research pioneered by Minc, and the connection between these two research directions was not realized in the past.
Our extension of the derivative. In our extension of the Minc's and M. Skopenkov's derivative, H is no longer a subgraph of its line graph, but H is rather a graph obtained by suppressing certain degree-two vertices in a subgraph of a blow-up of the edge-vertex incidence graph of H.
One of the major obstacles in extending M. Skopenkov's approach was the existence of vertices whose incident edges cannot be deformed locally near these vertices so that they all cross each other an even number of times. Such a local deformation is always possible near vertices of degree at most 3, thus in subcubic graphs this obstacle does not occur. Even vertices help us, because the rotation at these vertices in a desired approximation is already decided. Indeed, Theorem 1 claims the existence of an approximation that is compatible with the given Z 2 -approximation.
To overcome this problem we alter the given instance, thereby producing a Z 2approximable instance that is equivalent in terms of approximability by an embedding and that has a number of advantages. We say that such instance is in the subdivided normal form. In particular, the vertex set of G in such instance contains an independent set V s of special vertices, whose removal splits G into a set C of connected components. These components can be understood as analogues of ϕ-components defined by Skopenkov [37] . Each C ∈ C is mapped by ϕ to an edge of H, and the problematic parts in its Z 2approximation are relocated into connected components of C so that they can be dealt with later. By suppressing certain vertices of the instance in the subdivided normal form we obtain an instance in the normal form.
In the proof of Theorem 1, the obtained Z 2 -approximation of the instance in the normal form is repeatedly reduced by using our extended definition of the derivative and subsequently brought into the normal form again, where each time we also produce a Z 2approximation of the reduced instance. In fact, our definition of the derivative requires an instance to be in the normal form. In (G , H , ϕ ), the graph G is not changed and we simply have G = G. Thus, the graph G is changed only when it is being brought into the normal form. Every connected component C of G[V \ V s ] in the subdivided normal form is unchanged in the normal form, and is mapped by ϕ to the vertex ρ C ∈ V (H ) corresponding to an edge ρ C ∈ E(H) such that ϕ(C) = ρ C . Every vertex v s ∈ V s of degree at least 3 is mapped to the vertex ν vs ∈ V (H ) corresponding to a vertex ν ∈ V (H) such that ϕ(v s ) = ν. The latter type of vertices of H are not in one-to-one correspondence with the vertices of H, but rather in one-to-many correspondence, where each vertex in V (H) corresponds to a set of vertices in V (H ). Thanks to the fact that in (G , H , ϕ ) connected components C ⊆ G of G[V \ V s ] (from the corresponding subdivided normal form) are mapped by ϕ to vertices of H , we are able to achieve in its Z 2 -approximation that incident edges of additional vertices cross each other an even number of times.
In order to construct a Z 2 -approximation of the instance in the normal form we use a redrawing technique of Pelsmajer et al. [32] inspired by modular decomposition of Hsu and McConnel [30] . In particular, we will use redrawing techniques to render vertices in certain trees of G even. Such a subtree can be then safely contracted into a vertex. Indeed, in Theorem 1 we assume that the obtained approximation is compatible with the Z 2 -approximation, and thus, contracted trees consisting of even vertices can be recovered in the approximation of the reduced graph. The other technical difficulty in this approach is the construction of the Z 2 -approximation of the derivative of an instance in the normal form. Here, we proceed in two steps. In the first step, we construct a Z 2 -approximation of a slight modification of the derivative by pretty much following the redrawing method of M. Skopenkov. This method proceeds by copying and reconnecting pieces of the Z 2 -approximation of the original instance induced by the edges of H. The most delicate part of the argument is to define the drawing of the edges reconnecting the severed pieces, and to prove that in the obtained drawing we do not obtain a pair of non-adjacent edges crossing an odd number of times. In the second step, we further alter the Z 2 -approximation thereby obtaining a Z 2 -approximation of the desired instance.
Organization and outline of the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 6. We prove Theorem 1 in Section 9 and Theorem 6 in Section 10, where the proof of Theorem 6 is merely an "algorithmic version" of the proof of Theorem 1. The basic tools needed in the proofs are presented in Section 2 and Section 5. The ultimate goal in the proof of Theorem 1 is to reduce the instance (G, H, ϕ) together with its Z 2 -approximation so that ϕ is locally injective and G does not contain paths as connected components. Such instances are easy to handle with known tools from [22, Section 6] .
A minor difficulty we faced was to obtain a polynomial bound on the number of times we need to apply the derivative (as defined in Section 3 and further discussed in Section 7) in order to arrive at an instance in which ϕ is locally injective. This problem was resolved by defining a potential function p(G, H) = (|E p (G)| − |E(H)|) ≥ 0, where E p (G) is the set of pipes edges in G, and proving that the value of p decreases by an application of the derivative if ϕ is not locally injective.
In the proof we start with pre-processing the instance thereby bringing it into the normal form defined in Section 3 and further discussed in Section 6. If (G, H, ϕ) is in the normal form, and ϕ is not locally injective, we apply the derivative, to simplify the instance. In Section 7, we prove that the obtained instance (G , H , ϕ ) is also Z 2approximable, and approximable by an embedding if (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding. Moreover, in Section 8 we show that (G , H , ϕ ) is approximable by an embedding only if (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding, and hence, we can pass to the "simpler" instance (G , H , ϕ ). This can be seen as a consequence of the planar case of Belyi's theorem [4] , but in order to make the proof more self-contained we provide a direct proof. The corresponding formal statements in Section 7 and 8 are actually more complicated due to Theorem 1 claiming the existence of an approximation, which is an embedding, compatible with the given Z 2 -approximation. Finally, we prove that after finitely many steps of "normalizing" and "differentiating" we eventually arrive at a locally injective instance, which is easily to deal with as discussed above.
Preliminaries
Throughout the paper we use the standard graph theoretical notions [14] such as path, cycle, walk, tree, forest, vertex degree, induced subgraph and others. By G \ v and G \ V 0 , where V 0 ⊆ V v, we denote the graph obtained from G by removing v and all the vertices in V 0 , respectively, together with all the incident edges. Similarly by G \ e, G \ E 0 and G \ G 0 , where E 0 ⊆ E e, and G 0 ⊆ G is a subgraph of G, we denote the graph obtained from G after removing e , edges in E 0 , and all the edges contained in G 0 , respectively.
Let v be a vertex of degree at least three in a graph G 0 with a rotation (vv 0 , . . . , vv deg(v)−1 ) defined by a drawing of G 0 . Definition 7. The generalized Y-∆ operation applied to v results in the graph G 1 obtained from G 0 by removing the vertex v (with all its incident edges) and introducing
Definition 8. The generalized ∆-Y operation applied to C results in the graph G 1 obtained from G 0 by removing the edges of C and introducing a new vertex v of degree l and the edges vv 0 , . . . , vv l−1 .
Remark 9. If a drawing of G 0 is clear from the context, both operations are understood to modify the drawing of G 0 into a drawing of G 1 . Regarding the generalized ∆-Y operation, in the drawing of G 1 the rotation of v is naturally inherited from the cycle and equals to (vv 0 , . . . , vv l−1 ).
A subdivided edge in a graph G is a path of length 2 whose middle vertex has degree 2 in G. Suppressing a vertex v of degree 2 in a graph G is an operation that removes v from G and joins its two neighbors by an edge.
Characterizing Z 2 -approximable instances (G, H, ϕ) by a Kuratowski style characterization seems to be unfeasible. Nevertheless, there exists a pair of "local" obstructions to Z 2 -approximability corresponding to K 3,3 and K 5 which was observed already in [31] , see Figure 4 . Recall that we assume the vertex set of H to be {ν 1 , . . . , ν k }.
A YY-configuration in (G, H, ϕ) is a pair of 3-stars S 1 ⊆ G and S 2 ⊆ G intersecting possibly only in leaves, such that ϕ(S 1 ) is a 3-star and ϕ(S 1 ) = ϕ(S 2 ).
An X-configuration in (G, H, ϕ) is a pair of 2-stars S 1 ⊆ G and S 2 ⊆ G, all of whose edges are pipe edges, and such that ϕ(
, and in H, the edges ν i ν j , ν i ν j alternate with ν i ν l , ν i ν l in the rotation at ν i .
The two previous claims follow from a more general statement that we formulate next. Refer to Figure 13 (left). For an instance (G, H, ϕ), we define a graph that captures the connectivity between the connected components of G induced by a cluster V ν i , for ν i ∈ V (H), and the rest of the graph G. Let G ν i denote the graph whose vertex set is
A pair of vertices (ν i ν j ) and (ν i ν j ) is joined by an edge in G ν i if and only if ν i ν j and ν i ν j are consecutive in the rotation at ν i (in H). If ν i is incident to at least three edges, let C ν i be the cycle in
Each of the remaining edges in G ν i joins ν C with (ν i ν j ) if and only if C is incident to a pipe edge e such that ϕ(e) = ν i ν j . Figure 4 : Analogs of Kuratowski obstructions to graph planarity for approximating maps of graphs by embeddings, X-configuration (on the left) and YY-configuration (on the right).
If the vertex ν i in H has degree at least three then G ν i admits an embedding in the plane in which the cycle C ν i bounds the outer face.
Proof. Refer to Figure 13 (left). The claim is trivial if ν i has degree two, since then G ν i is formed by a collection of paths of length two, all joining the same pair of vertices. Hence, we assume that ν i has degree at least three. We construct an independently even drawing of G ν i in which the cycle C ν i is crossing free and the rest of the drawing is inside C ν i . We apply the vertex split to every vertex ν of C ν i so that in the resulting pair of vertices one vertex replaces ν on C ν i , i.e., it is connected with the two neighbors of ν preceding and following ν on C ν i . Note that after the modification all the vertices of C ν i are even. Then by the unified Hanani-Tutte theorem we obtain an embedding of the modified graph that yields a required embedding of G ν i after contracting edges created previously by the splits.
The desired independently even drawing is obtained from the restriction of a Z 2approximation of (G, H, ϕ) to N ε (ν i ). In the restriction, we contract the valve of ν i ν j , for every ν i ν j ∈ E(H), together with the severed end points of the parts of pipe edges in N ε (ν i ) to the point. Such point represents the vertex (ν i ν j ) in the drawing. Then the edges of C ν i are drawn along the boundary of N ε (ν i ). Finally, we contract every connected component of G[V ν i ] to a vertex and discard created loops and multiple edges.
Normal form and derivative
We define the normal form of an instance (G, H, ϕ) to which we can apply the derivative. In order to keep the definition more compact we define the normal form via its topologically equivalent subdivided variant. This variant also facilitates the definition the derivative. Roughly speaking, (G, H, ϕ) is in the subdivided normal form if there exists an independent set of V s ⊂ V (G) without leaf vertices such that every connected component C of G[V \ V s ] is mapped by ϕ to an edge ρ C = ν i ν j of H and both its parts mapped to ν i and ν j are forests. We call vertices in V s special vertices. Moreover, for every ρ ∈ E(H) and v s ∈ V , we have that v s is joined by an edge with at most one connected component of G[V \ V s ] mapped by ϕ to ρ, see Figure 5 for an illustration. 
Definition 13. The instance (G, H, ϕ) is in the subdivided normal form if there exists an independent set V s ⊂ V (G) without vertices of degree less than two, none of whose vertices is incident to a pipe edge such that for every connected component
is the set of edges between v s and C.
The instance obtained from an instance (G, H, ϕ) in subdivided normal form by suppressing all degree-two vertices in V s is in the normal form. Such an instance in the normal form corresponds to the original instance (G, H, ϕ) in the subdivided normal form, and vice-versa.
The rest of the section is inspired by the work of M. Skopenkov [37] and also Minc [31] . In particular, the notion of the derivative in the context of map approximations was introduced by Minc and adapted to the setting of Z 2 -approximation by M. Skopenkov for instances (G, H, ϕ), where G is subcubic and H is a cycle. We extend his definition to instances (G, H, ϕ) in the normal form. Thus, by derivating (G, H, ϕ) we, in fact, mean bringing the instance (G, H, ϕ) into the normal form and then derivating the instance in the normal form. Given that the instance is in the normal form, the operation of the derivative outputs an instance (G , H , ϕ ), where G = G.
In order to keep the definition more compact we formulate it first for the instances in the subdivided normal form. Thus, in the following we assume the instance to be in the subdivided normal form.
Let V s denote the set of special vertices in G. Let G denote a bipartite graph with the vertex set Let
). In the next paragraph we define the planar embedding of H . We use the convention of denoting a vertex in V (H ), whose corresponding edge in E(H) is ρ = ν i ν j by both ρ or (ν i ν j ) .
Refer to Figure 6 . Suppose that (G, H, ϕ) is Z 2 -approximable. We construct an embedding of H . The embedding of H is inherited from H as indicated in Figure 13 (right). Let H i denote the subgraph of H induced by Section 2) . Hence, by Claim 12 every H i is a planar graph if (G, H, ϕ) is Z 2 -approximable. The obtained embeddings of H i , for i = 1, . . . , k, are combined such that in the rotation at (ν i ν j ) , for all ν i ν j ∈ E(H), the edges of H i do not alternate with the edges of H j . It follows that H is plane as well which can be seen by the following argument. We turn H into a subcubic plane graph H aux by, first, subdividing all edges of H, second, applying the generalized Y-∆ operation to all its former vertices ν i , i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, of degree at least three, and finally, suppressing its former vertices of degree two. To get a desired embedding of H we combine the obtained embedding of H aux with embeddings of G ν i obtained by Claim 12, for every ν i of degree at least three, as follows. We identify C ν i with the cycle obtained from ν i by the generalized Y-∆ operation, and replace edges obtained by suppressing every degree two vertex ν i by G ν i .
The derivative (G, H, ϕ) of (G, H, ϕ), where (G, H, ϕ) is Z 2 -approximable and in the normal form, is the instance obtained from the derivative of the corresponding instance in the subdivided normal form by suppressing every vertex v s of degree two in V s and its image ϕ(v s ) in H , and eliminating multiple edges in H .
is not in the normal form, (G , H , ϕ ) = (G, H, ϕ) denotes the instance we obtain after bringing (G, H, ϕ) to the normal form and derivating it. Here, one might object (G , H , ϕ ) is not well defined, since the normal form of an instance is not uniquely determined and depends on the choice of cycles, to which we apply Claim 20 during the normalization, as we will see later. To fix this we could agree on a deterministic, e.g., a lexicographic, rule for carrying out the normalization, but since any normal form is fine for our purpose, we restrain from doing so, and leave the definition to be partially non-deterministic.
Another imprecision that we commit is denoting by G , H and ϕ an object that does not depend only on G, H and ϕ, respectively, but on the whole instance (G, H, ϕ).
A derivative of (G , H , ϕ ) is then denoted by (G (2) , H (2) , ϕ (2) ), and in general we put
In Section 7, we show that if (G, H, ϕ) in the normal form is Z 2 -approximable then (G , H , ϕ ) is Z 2 -approximable as well. More precisely, we prove the following claim.
The previous claim implies that if (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding the same holds for (G , H , ϕ ), which we use in the proof of Theorem 1 to conclude that if (G i , H i , ϕ i ) is not approximable by an embedding the same holds for (G, H, ϕ). However, we need also the converse of this to hold, and fortunately, this is indeed the case. We prove the claim in Section 8.
Reduction to c-planarity with embedded pipes
The aim of this section is to show that the problem of deciding whether ϕ : G → R 2 is approximable by an embedding is polynomially reducible to the problem of c-planarity with embedded pipes.
First, by subdiving edges of G with vertices we obtain that G has no multiple edges and for every pair of edges e and g of G either ϕ(e) = ϕ(g) or the relative interiors of ϕ(e) and ϕ(g) are disjoint. The number of required subdivisions is O(|ϕ| 2 ), since every edge is subdivided O(|ϕ|) times.
Second, we construct an instance (G, H, ϕ), where V (H) = ϕ(V (G)) and E(H) = ϕ(E(G)), and the isotopy class of an embedding of H is inherited from ϕ(G). By Fáry's theorem we can assume that H is a straight-line embedding. Proof. The "only if" direction is immediate. In order to prove the "if" direction we consider an ε -approximation f of ϕ that is an embedding, where ε > 0 is the same as in the definition of ε-thickening of H.
. It remains to show that f can be deformed slightly so that (B) every edge intersecting the boundary of N ε (ν i ) does so in a single proper crossing. By a small generic perturbation we achieve that f (e), for every e ∈ E(G), intersects the boundary of N ε (ν i ), for every ν i ∈ V (H), in finitely many proper crossings.
Let us choose f so that the total number of crossings of edges with boundaries of N ε (ν i ) is minimized.
We show that the existence of f (e), for some e ∈ E(G), crossing the boundary of N ε (ν i ) at least two times leads to contradiction with the choice of f . We consider a shortest piece p e of f (e) between a pair of its crossings with N ε (ν i ). The end vertices of p e are contained in a valve ω of ϕ(e). We choose p e so that the area of the disc bounded by the curve obtained by concatenating p e with the part of ω, that bounded by the endpoints of p e , is minimized. Note that the disc is contained in the pipe of ϕ(e), and therefore its interior is disjoint from f (G). Thus, f (e) can be cut at the endpoints of p e and the severed ends reconnected by a curve contained in the interior of N ε (ν i ), see Figure 7 . In the resulting embedding, the total number of crossings of edges with boundaries of N ε (ν i ) is smaller than in f (contradiction).
Working with independently even drawings
We first present notions and facts that we use when working with independently even drawings.
Let C denote a closed (possibly self-crossing) curve in the plane. Let us two-color the regions in the complement of C so that two regions sharing a non-trivial part of the boundary receive distinct colors. The fact that this is possible is well known. A point not lying on C is outside C if it is contained in the region with the same color as the unbounded region, otherwise it is inside C.
A flip in a drawing of a graph is a local deformation of the drawing that switches the order of two consecutive end pieces of edges (w.r.t. to the rotation defined by the drawing) at a vertex. The flip of a pair e 1 and e 2 causes e 1 and e 2 to cross an odd number of times if e 1 and e 2 cross an even number of times before the flip and vice-versa. The parity of the number of crossings of no other pair of edges is affected by the flip. The operation of pulling an edge e over a vertex v in a drawing is a (generic) continuous deformation of e of the drawing in which e passes over v exactly once and does not pass over any other vertex in the drawing. A self-crossing of an edge created by pulling an edge is eliminated by a standard argument, see e.g. [32] . Note that the operation of pulling an edge e over a vertex can be simulated by flips.
A contraction of an edge e = uv, where u = v, in a drawing of a graph is an operation that turns e into a vertex by moving v along e towards u while dragging all the other edges incident to v along e. Note that by contracting an edge in an (independently) even drawing, we obtain again an (independently) even drawing. We will use this observation tacitly throughout the paper. By a contraction we can introduce multiple edges or loops at the vertices.
We will also use the following operation which can be thought of as the inverse operation of the edge contraction in a drawing of a graph. A vertex split in a drawing of a graph G is the operation that replaces a vertex v by two vertices v and v drawn in a small neighborhood of v joined by a short crossing free edge maintaining the following. The neighbors of v are partitioned into two parts according to whether they are joined with v or v in the resulting drawing, the rotations at v and v are inherited from the rotation at v, and the new edges are drawn in the small neighborhood of the edges they correspond to in G.
Most of the technical difficulties we faced in the proof of our result stems from the presence of vertices of G in a Z 2 -approximation of (G, H, ϕ) that cannot be made even by flips. It is easy to see that such a vertex cannot be of degree less than four. On the other hand, it is not hard to see that if in a drawing every four-tuple of edges incident to a vertex does not cause a problem then the vertex can be made even by flips 9 .
Claim 19. If the edges in every four-tuple of edges incident to a vertex v in a drawing of a graph can be made cross one another an even number of times by flips then we can make v even by flips.
Proof. Consider a vertex v that is not even in the drawing. Let e be an edge incident to v. By performing flips at v we easily achieve that every other edge incident to v crosses e evenly. Then we keep flipping pairs of edges incident to v crossing each other oddly and neighboring in the rotation at v defined by the end pieces of the edges at v in the drawing. Note that this procedure must terminate, since at every step we decrease the number of pairs of edges crossing an odd number of times. Suppose that the procedure does not render v even. Let vu and vw denote the closest pair in the rotation at v (w.r.t. the clockwise order starting with e) crossing each other an odd number of times. Since vu and vw are not consecutive in the rotation at v (otherwise we could flip them) there exists an edge e between vu and vw (in the above mentioned order) crossing both vu and vw an even number of times. Then vu, vw, e and e form a desired four-tuple of edges incident to v that cannot be made even by flips.
Given (G, H, ϕ), suppose that there exists a cycle C ⊆ G[V ν i ]. Roughly, the cycle reduction removes the subgraph of G inside of C and replace C with a star by using the generalized ∆-Y operation. Let f 0 be a Z 2 -approximation of G. The cycle reduction of C in G is the operation that returns (G, H, ϕ) together with its Z 2 -approximation f 0 obtained from (G, H, ϕ) and f 0 as follows.
If every edge of C does not cross every other edge an even number of times in f 0 , we modify f 0 locally at the vertices of C by performing appropriate flips so that this is the case. The fact that this is indeed possible was observed in [32, proof of Theorem 3.1]. The set of vertices of the cycle C forms a (possibly trivial) cut in G, splitting the vertex set of G \ V (C) into the set of vertices V in = V in (C) (possibly empty) inside of C and
denote the set of edges of G[V (C)] both of whose end pieces at C start inside and outside of C, respectively. Note that the edge set of G[V (C)] is partitioned into E(C), D in and D out . The graph G is obtained, first, by removing the vertices in V in (and their incident edges) from G and the edges in D in , and second, by performing the generalized ∆-Y operation on C.
The new vertex v introduced by the generalized ∆-Y operation is drawn in f 0 very close to an arbitrary vertex of C inside of C, and its adjacent edges closely follow the edges of C in f 0 (now deleted). Since the edges of C cross every other edge evenly, the vertex v is even in f 0 . 
Proof. Note that the drawings f 0 and f 0 are the same on the restriction to the subgraph
where v was introduced by the generalized ∆-Y operation, which is compatible with the corresponding restriction of f 0 is also compatible with f 0 and vice-versa.
We start with the "only if" part. Given the approximation f (compatible with f 0 ) of (G, H, ϕ) we obtain an approximation f compatible with f 0 of (G, H, ϕ) as follows. First, we perform the generalized Y-∆ operation on the vertex v introduced by the generalized ∆-Y operation. Let C denote the cycle obtained by this operation. The resulting graph is G out = (G \ V in ) \ D in . We obtain an approximation of (G out , H, ϕ| Gout ), where ϕ| Gout is the restriction of ϕ to G out , by appropriately modifying f . Suppose for a while that we can embed G in = (G \ V out ) \ D out in the plane so that C bounds the outer face. Second, we merge such embedding of G in with the obtained approximation of (G out , H, ϕ| Gout ) by identifying the edges of C in both embeddings. By the discussion in the previous paragraph the obtained embedding is compatible with f 0 .
Regarding the "if part", given an approximation f of (G, H, ϕ) we obtain an approximation f of (G, H, ϕ) analogously using the generalized ∆-Y operation on f .
It remains to show that the restriction of f 0 to G in implies that we can embed it in the plane so that C bounds the outer face. To this end we split every vertex v on C of degree more than three so that one of the two obtained vertices is of degree three and is joined with the two neighbors of v preceding and following v on C. Applying the unified Hanani-Tutte theorem to the resulting independently even drawing, and contracting the edges introduced previously by the splits in the obtained embedding yields an embedding of G in with the required property.
The "moreover" part of the claim follows since the number of edges incident to the vertices of V in in G is at least |V in |.
Normal form
We recall the definition of the (subdivided) normal form.
is the set of edges between v s and C. Since Theorem 1 requires that the obtained embedding is compatible with the given Z 2approximation, we additionally require that if (Ĝ,Ĥ,φ) is approximable by an embedding compatible withf 0 then (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding compatible with f 0 .
We say that (Ĝ,Ĥ,φ) with its Z 2 -approximationf 0 is a clone of (G, H, ϕ) with its Z 2 -approximation f 0 if the following holds. If (Ĝ,Ĥ,φ) is approximable by an embedding compatible withf 0 then (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding compatible with f 0 ; and if (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding then (Ĝ,Ĥ,φ) is approximable by an embedding.
Remark 22. Note that being a clone is a transitive relation. However, the relation is not symmetric, and thus, it is not an equivalence relation. In the inductive step of the proof of Theorem 1 we apply the induction hypothesis to a clone of the current instance with a smaller potential. The inductive step goes through, since if the clone is nonapproximable by an embedding, the same holds for the current instance. Moreover, if the clone is approximable it must be approximable by an embedding compatible with its Z 2 -approximation by the induction hypothesis. Claim 23. There exist (1) an instance (Ĝ,Ĥ,φ) in the normal form that is Z 2 -approximable, and (2) a Z 2 -approximationf 0 of (Ĝ,Ĥ,φ) such that (Ĝ,Ĥ,φ) withf 0 is a clone of (G, H, ϕ) with f 0 .
Proof. Clearly, it is enough to prove the existence of a desired instance (Ĝ,Ĥ,φ) in the subdivided normal form. We obtain (Ĝ,Ĥ,φ) from (G, H, ϕ) by a sequence of modifications. Throughout the proof we assume that multiple edges incident to an even vertex v are eliminated by subdiving all but one edge participating in a multiple edge by a vertex drawn very close to v. This is to ensure that by performing flips at a vertex in an independently even drawing we do not destroy "evenness" of another vertex. The proof is carried out in three phases. During the first two phases of the proof we want to satisfy the following for every connected component C induced by every cluster V ν i of G.
(i) C is a tree; and (ii) every leaf of C must be incident to at least one pipe edge.
First, we eliminate cycles induced by clusters thereby producing a clone satisfying (i) (par. Eliminating cycles inside clusters). Second, we prune branches of the trees induced by clusters not incident to pipe edges thereby producing a clone satisfying (ii) (par. Pruning). Third, we further process (G, H, ϕ) thereby producing a clone in the subdivided normal form (par. Untangling trees). We put (Ĝ 1 ,Ĥ 1 ,φ 1 ) := (G, H, ϕ) and f 1 := f 0 . At the t-th step, for t ≥ 1, we produce the clone (Ĝ t+1 ,Ĥ t+1 ,φ t+1 ) with the Z 2 -approximationf t+1 of (Ĝ t ,Ĥ t ,φ t ) withf t by modifying them. By the transitivity of the "clone relation", once we produce a clone in the subdivided normal form we are done. It will be easy to see that iff t is an embedding thenf t+1 is also an embedding, and thus, we will use this fact tacitly to show that (Ĝ t+1 ,Ĥ t+1 ,φ t+1 ) withf t+1 is a clone at every step. We process connected components of G one by one, and hence, we assume that G is connected.
Eliminating cycles inside clusters.
We turn every connected component C of G[V ν i ], for i = 1, . . . , k into a tree. To this end we repeatedly apply the cycle reduction. By Claim 20 after finitely many applications of the reduction we obtain a Z 2 -approximationf 2 of (Ĝ 2 ,Ĥ 2 ,φ 2 ), in which every V ν i (Ĝ 2 ) induces a forest. By Claim 20, (Ĝ 2 ,Ĥ 2 ,φ 2 ) withf 2 is a desired clone.
Pruning.
We want to achieve that every leaf in every connected component induced by a cluster is incident to at least one pipe edge. We prune all the "unimportant", i.e., not incident to a pipe edge, branches of the connected components, now trees, induced by V ν i 's in (Ĝ 2 ,Ĥ 2 ,φ 2 ) so that (ii) of the subdivided normal form is satisfied. Formally, this means successively deleting leaves that are not incident to pipe edges. Let (Ĝ 3 ,Ĥ 3 ,φ 3 ) denote the resulting instance. We also delete all the connected components induced by clusters with pipe degree zero. The pruned parts can be introduced into an approximation of (Ĝ 3 ,Ĥ 3 ,φ 3 ) so that we get a desired approximation of (Ĝ 2 ,Ĥ 2 ,φ 2 ). Hence, 
Untangling trees.
This stage is inspired by [30] and is more demanding than the previous two stages. It is easy to check that every modification carried out at this stage produces a clone, and hence, we take the liberty of omitting formal arguments regarding that. We process every connected component C induced by a cluster V ν i (Ĝ 3 ) with pipe degree at least two by performing flips, pulling edges over vertices, vertex contractions and splits so that in the resulting tree there exists a single vertex v C . The desired set V s of special vertices consists of such vertices v C , for all connected components C induced by clusters of pipe degree at least two. We start with a claim that restricts the way in which pipe edges are attached to C. Refer to Figure 8 (left). Let ν i ν j denote an edge in E(Ĥ 3 ) such that at least one pipe edge incident to C is mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j . For an edge e ∈ E(C), let C 1 (e) and C 2 (e) denote the pair of trees whose union is C \ e. An edge e of E(C) is j-important if C 1 (e) and C 2 (e) satisfy the following. There exist two pairs of pipe edges g 1 , g 1 and g 2 , g 2 incident to C 1 (e) and C 2 (e), respectively, such thatφ 3 (g 1 ) =φ 3 Proof. Refer to Figure 8 (right). It follows from the definition of j-important edges that they form a subtree T of C. If T contains a vertex v of degree at least three, we obtain an independently even drawing of a subdivision of K 3,3 , and thus, contradict the Hanani-Tutte theorem. The claimed drawing of K 3,3 is obtained from the restriction of f 3 to the subgraph K of G defined as follows. The graph K is the union of a three-star S 3 consisting of v and its three incident j-important edges of C; three minimal paths P 1 , P 2 , P 3 (disjoint from v) joining each leaf vertex of S 3 with a vertex in V ν j ; and three minimal paths Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 (disjoint from v) joining each leaf vertex of S 3 with a vertex in V \ (V ν i ∪ V ν j ). The desired drawing of a subdivision of K 3,3 is obtained by connecting the end vertices of P 1 , P 2 , P 3 and Q 1 , Q 2 , Q 3 disjoint from S 3 by a new three-star, respectively, so that the end vertices are its leaves. Note that some of the leaf vertices of the new threestar might coincide in K, but this does not cause any problem. The whole drawing of K does not have to be contained in the thickening ofĤ 3 , but we insist on the drawing of the three-star connecting the end vertices of P 1 , P 2 and P 3 in V ν j to be contained in N ε (ν j ). Furthermore, we want the three-star connecting the end vertices of Q 1 , Q 2 and Q 3 , that are not in N ε (ν i ), to be disjoint from the union of N ε (ν i ), N ε (ν j ) and the pipe of ν i ν j . In the drawing of K we suppress the degree-two vertices, discard multiple edges and eliminate the resulting self-crossings of newly created edges by a standard argument, see e.g., [32] . The two previous conditions imposed on the drawing of K ensure that we obtain an independently even drawing of K 3,3 (contradiction).
If there exists no j-important edge there must exist at least one j-important vertex. Indeed, let us direct edge e = uv of C towards u, whenever u ∈ C 1 (e) and C 1 (e) is incident to a pipe edge mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j as well as to a pipe edge mapped to ν i ν j , j = j. (This leaves some edges of C undirected.) A vertex in C with out-degree zero, which must exist since C is a tree, is j-important. Now, if there exists a pair of j-important vertices u and v then u and v are end vertices of a (subdivided) edge ofĜ 3 , none of which edges is directed.
We proceed by successively applying Claim 24 for every j such that at least one pipe edge incident to C is mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j as follows. Let J := J(C) denote the set of these j's.
First, suppose that the case (3) from Claim 24 applies. We suppress j-important vertices of C in the interior of the subdivided edge. Second, suppose that the case (1) or (2) from Claim 24 applies. Let P j denote a path formed by j-important edges of C, or a path consisting of the only j-important vertex q j . We will process C so that there will exist exactly two j-important vertices in C joined by an edge, or in other words so that the case (3) applies and we achieve the same situation as in the first case. If the case (1) or (2) applies, we would like first to have all the vertices on P j or q j , respectively, even. In the case (1) we then contract P j into an even vertex q j in the resultingf 4 and (Ĝ 4 ,Ĥ 4 ,φ 4 ). This is possible since an approximation of (Ĝ 4 ,Ĥ 4 ,φ 4 ) compatible withf 4 yields an approximation of (Ĝ 3 ,Ĥ 3 ,φ 3 ) compatible withf 3 after successive applications of splits. In the subsequent step we will split the even vertex q j thereby introducing a pair of j-important vertices joined by an edge. Before accomplishing this goal we present a pair of auxiliary facts discovered in [18, Section 9.1.2] first of which will play a prominent role in the rest of the paper.
Let e 0 , e 1 , e 2 and e 3 be four distinct edges incident to v ∈ C. We assume that in the drawing off 3 the edges e 0 and e 1 do not alternate with e 2 and e 3 in the rotation at v. If e 0 ∈ E(C), C 0 denote the connected component of C \ e 0 containing the end vertex of e 0 different from v. If e 0 ∈ E(C), C 0 is a subgraph ofĜ 3 consisting of e 0 . We define C 1 , C 2 and C 3 analogously. Let the subgraph C l for l = 0, 1, 2, 3 be incident to (resp. contain) a pipe edge mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j l . The relation ≡ 2 stands for the equality mod 2. See Figure 9 for an illustration. Claim 25. The edges ν i ν j 0 and ν i ν j 1 do not alternate with ν i ν j 2 and ν i ν j 3 , where j 0 , j 1 = j 2 , j 3 , in the rotation at ν i , if and only if crf 3 (e 0 , e 2 )+crf 3 (e 0 , e 3 )+crf 3 (e 1 , e 2 )+crf 3 (e 1 , e 3 ) ≡ 2 0. In particular, if j 0 = j 1 or j 2 = j 3 , we have crf 3 (e 0 , e 2 ) + crf 3 (e 0 , e 3 ) + crf 3 (e 1 , e 2 ) + crf 3 (e 1 , e 3 ) ≡ 2 0. Proof. Let P 0 , P 1 , P 2 and P 3 denote a path inĜ 3 of minimal length starting with v then following e 0 , e 1 , e 2 and e 3 , respectively, and ending by a pipe edge mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j 0 , ν i ν j 1 , ν i ν j 2 and ν i ν j 3 . Let D 0 denote a closed curve in the plane obtained by concatenating parts of P 0 and P 1 in the drawing off 3 inside N ε (ν i ) and the part of the boundary of N ε (ν i ) not crossing P 2 . Let D 1 denote a closed curve in the plane obtained by concatenating parts of P 2 and P 3 in the drawing of f 0 inside N ε (ν i ) and the part of the boundary of N ε (ν i ) not crossing P 0 .
We have e,e crf 3 (e, e ) ≡ 2 0, where we sum over edges e fully or partially contained in D 1 and e in D 2 , if and only if the edges ν i ν j 0 and ν i ν j 1 do not alternate with ν i ν j 2 and ν i ν j 3 . Sincef 3 is independently even we have e,e crf 3 (e, e ) ≡ 2 crf 3 (e 0 , e 2 )+crf 3 (e 0 , e 3 )+ crf 3 (e 1 , e 2 ) + crf 3 (e 1 , e 3 ), and the claim follows. Let v j be a vertex on P j . Let E(v j ) be a nonempty set of edges incident to v j consisting of pipe edges mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j , and edges joining v j with trees of C \ v j incident to pipe edge(s) mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j . We correct the rotation at v j by flips so that the edges in E(v j ) appear consecutively in the rotation at v j . Let E (v j ) denote the nonempty set of edges incident to v j not in E(v j ). We assume that every edge in E (v j ) is either a pipe edge mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j for some j = j, or joins v j with a tree of C \ v j incident to pipe edge(s) mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j for some j = j. Claim 26. There exists a subset of the set of edges incident to v j such that by pulling the edges in the subset over v j inf 3 results in a drawing in which every edge in E(v j ) crosses every edge in E (v j ) an even number of times.
Proof. Since we assume that the edges of E(v j ) appear consecutively in the rotation at v j , the same holds for E (v j ). The claim is easy if the size of E(v j ) is one, since then we just pull over v j the edges in E (v j ) incident to v j and crossing the edge in E(v j ) an odd number of times. Similarly we are done if E (v j ) contains only one edge. Let e 0 , e 1 ∈ E(v j ) and let g 0 , g 1 By Claim 25, we have crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) + crf 3 (e 0 , g 1 ) + crf 3 (e 1 , g 0 ) + crf 3 (e 1 , g 1 ) ≡ 2 0. Thus, for every pair of edges e 0 and e 1 in E(v j ) either crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) ≡ 2 crf 3 (e 1 , g 0 ) for all g 0 ∈ E (v j ), or crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) ≡ 2 crf 3 (e 1 , g 0 ) for all g 0 ∈ E (v j ). Indeed, for g 0 , g 1 ∈ E(v j ) violating the claim we have crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) + crf 3 (e 1 , g 0 ) ≡ 2 crf 3 (e 0 , g 1 ) + crf 3 (e 1 , g 1 ). Hence, crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) + crf 3 (e 1 , g 0 ) + crf 3 (e 0 , g 1 ) + crf 3 (e 1 , g 1 ) ≡ 2 0. It follows that we can partition E(v j ) into two parts E 1 (v j ) and E 2 (v j ) such that for every e 0 and e 1 coming from the same part we have crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) ≡ 2 crf 3 (e 1 , g 0 ) for all g 0 ∈ E (v j ), and for every e 0 and e 1 coming from different parts we have crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) ≡ 2 crf 3 (e 1 , g 0 ) for all g 0 ∈ E (v j ). By pulling every edge of E 1 (v j ) over v j we obtain crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) ≡ 2 crf 3 (e 1 , g 0 ) for all g 0 ∈ E (v j ) and e 0 , e 1 ∈ E(v j ). Thus, we obtained a drawing in which for all g 0 ∈ E (v j ) either crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) ≡ 2 1 for all e 0 ∈ E(v j ) or crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) ≡ 2 0 for all e 0 ∈ E(v j ). By pulling every g 0 ∈ E (v j ), for which crf 3 (e 0 , g 0 ) ≡ 2 1 for e 0 ∈ E(v j ), over v j in the obtained drawing, we arrive at a desired drawing ofĜ 3 and that concludes the proof.
When using Claim 25 and Claim 26 we tacitly assume the fact that (i) and (ii) hold which makes the claims applicable. In the following paragraph we process every path P j , j ∈ J, consisting of j-important edges or a single j-important vertex so that it can be contracted to an even vertex q j as desired which is then subsequently split into an edge.
Processing P j 's. Suppose that v j is a vertex of P j , where P j can be also a trivial path consisting of a single vertex.
Refer to Figure 10a . Let E 0 (v j ) denote the set of all edges e incident to v j , such that e is either a pipe edge mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j , or join v j with a tree of C \ v j incident to pipe edge(s) mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j . If P j is a trivial path let or v j is an end vertex of
We correct the rotation at v j so that all the edges in E(v j ) \ e j appear consecutively in the rotation at v j , and so that all the edges in E (v j ) \ g j appear consecutively in the rotation at v j We refer by (*) to this property of the rotation at v j . We would like to achieve that (•) every edge in E(v j ) crosses every edge in E (v j ) an even number of times and that every edge incident to v j crosses every edge of P j incident to v j an even number of times, while maintaining (*).
Suppose that (•) holds. Now, due to (*) the following operation is possible and will lead to an independently even drawing. If E(v j ) \ e j = ∅ we apply a vertex split to v j inf 3 thereby obtaining u j and w j joined by a short crossing-free edge e j such that u j is incident to all the edges corresponding to the edges of E(v j ) \ e j and w j is incident to all the remaining edges. Thus, w j replaces v j on P j . Analogously, if E (v j ) \ g j = ∅, we split w j or v j into y j and z j joined by a short crossing-free edge such that z j is incident to all the edges corresponding to E (v j ) \ g j and z j is incident to the remaining edges. Thus, z j replaces w j or v j on P j . Note that the vertex z j is even.
We prove that we can really assume that (•) holds. By Claim 26 applied to E(v j ), we obtain that every edge in E(v j ) crosses every edge in E (v j ) an even number of times. Note that if none of e j and g j exists, we are done, and that e j and g j cross each other evenly, if they both exist. Thus, we assume that e j exists. If crf 3 (h j , e j ) ≡ 2 1, for every h j ∈ E(v j ) \ e j , we flip every edge E(v j ) \ e j with e j , which maintains (*) in the end. A symmetric argument applies to E (v j ) and g j .
Suppose that there exist at least two edges h j and h j in E(v j ) \ e j , and the parity of crossings between h j and e j is not the same as between h j and e j . We presently show that this leads to E (v j ) = ∅. Indeed, by applying Claim 25 to the four-tuple consisting of h j , h j , e j and an edge h j in E (v j ) (playing roles of e 0 , e 1 , e 2 and e 3 in this order) we have crf
Hence, in case when every h j ∈ E(v j ) \ e j does not already intersect e j an even number of times, either we flip with e j every h j ∈ E(v j ) crossing e j an odd number of times, when E (v j ) = ∅, or every h j ∈ E(v j ) \ e j intersects e j an odd number times. The latter case was taken care of in the previous paragraph. A symmetric argument again applies to E (v j ) and g j .
Refer to Figure 11a and Figure 11c . Hence, we can assume that all the vertices of P j are even, and we safely contract P j to an even vertex q j . Similarly as above let E(q j ) be the set of all edges incident to q j that are either pipe edges mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j , or are joining q j with trees of C \ q j incident to pipe edge(s) mapped byφ 3 to ν i ν j . By Claim 25, the edges in E(q j ), appear consecutively in the rotation at q j . Indeed, a fourtuple of edges violating our previous claim, is a four-tuple violating Claim 25. Hence, by applying a vertex split we can turn the vertex q j into vertices u j and w j joined by a short crossing-free edge e j (overriding previously defined e j ) such that u j is incident to all the edges corresponding to the edges of E(q j ) and w j is incident to all the remaining edges. After performing operations described in previous paragraphs successively in C for every j ∈ J, and doing likewise for every connected component induced by a cluster of (Ĝ 3 ,Ĥ 3 ,φ 3 ), we obtain (Ĝ 4 ,Ĥ 4 ,φ 4 ). Note that edges obtained by splits inside V ν i 's can be contracted in an approximation of (Ĝ 4 ,Ĥ 4 ,φ 4 ), and hence, we can safely perform them. Also the path P j is disjoint from all the previously obtained u j 's, since none of the edges incident to such u j is j-important, and the edge corresponding to u j w j is either undirected or directed away from u j in the proof of Claim 24. The former happens only if pipe degree of C is two in which case we are already done after processing P j .
Refer to Figure 11b . Let C denote a connected component of C \ {e j |j ∈ J}, where C is induced by V ν i [Ĝ 4 ], such that C is incident to every e j ∈ C, j ∈ J. The fact that Figure 11 : (a) Path P j formed by j-important edges (left); contraction of P j to q j (middle); and splitting q j into u j w j (right) (b) After contracting P j composed of j-important edges. The subtree C that can be turned into an even subgraph by flips and subsequently contracted into a vertex v C . (c) Contracting P j into q j and splitting q j into u j w j . such a component necessarily exists follows from the definition of j-important vertices. We process C so that it consists only of even vertices.
Processing C. If C is a single even vertex v C we are done. Otherwise, we claim that we can locally correct the rotation inf 4 at every vertex of C so that every edge of C crosses every other edge ofĜ 4 an even number of times. To this end let e ∈ E(C). Let C 1 (e) and C 2 (e) denote the pair of trees obtained from C after removing e similarly as above. Suppose that C 1 (e) and C 2 (e) satisfy the following. There exist two pairs of pipe edges g 1 , g 1 and g 2 , g 2 incident to C 1 (e) and C 2 (e), respectively, such thatφ 4 (g 1 ) = ν i ν j ,φ 4 (g 1 ) = ν i ν j ,φ 4 (g 2 ) = ν i ν k andφ 4 (g 2 ) = ν i ν k , k = k and j = j.
Claim 27. In the rotation at ν i inĤ 4 = H the edges ν i ν j , ν i ν j do not alternate with
Proof. We contract e inf 4 . Let v denote the vertex that e was contracted into. Note that v is an even vertex. Thus, if the claim is false, due to v we obtain a drawing violating Claim 25.
Refer to Figure 10b . By Claim 27 and 25, every four-tuple of edges incident to a vertex v of C can be made even by flips at v. It follows that the vertex v of C can be made even by Claim 19. Thus, C can be contracted into v C by the same reason as P j above.
Doing likewise for all such C we arrive at (Ĝ 5 ,Ĥ 5 ,φ 5 ) in the subdivided normal form
in the definition of the subdivided normal form are immediately satisfied by (Ĝ 5 ,Ĥ 5 ,φ 5 ) and V s . In particular, (2) follows from (i), (3) follows by the previously described construction of v C . The second part of (1) follows from (ii). Finally, in order to prove the first part of (1) it is enough to observe that a connected component C ofĜ 5 [V \ V s ] mapped byφ 5 to at least two edges ofĤ 5 must contain a vertex of V s which is impossible.
Derivative of a Z 2 -approximation
Let f 0 be a Z 2 -approximation of (G, H, ϕ) in the normal form.
The ) .) We define f 0 in two steps.
Step 1. Refer to Figure 13 (right), and Figure 12a (top). The goal in Step 1. is to construct a Z 2 -approximationf 0 of an auxiliary instance (Ĝ ,Ĥ ,φ ) that is slight modification of (G , H , ϕ ), in which all v s ∈ V s are eliminated by generalized Y-∆ operations.
To this end we first construct an auxiliary instance (Ĝ, H,φ), whereĜ is obtained from G by applying the generalized Y-∆ operation to every vertex in V s , which must be of degree at least three. We putφ(v) := ϕ(v) for all v ∈ V (Ĝ). Letf 0 denote the Z 2 -approximation of (Ĝ, H,φ) obtained from f 0 by a multiple application of Claim 20. The application of the claim is possible, since every vertex v s in V s can be assumed to In the thickening vertices have a dumbbell shape just to illustrate the homeomorphism h ρ , for ρ ∈ E(H). In the actual thickening the vertices of H andĤ give rise to discs of course.
be even in f 0 as shown in the proof of Claim 23, but also by the following argument. 
The embedding ofĤ is obtained analogously as H by combining embeddings ofĤ i 's, that are subgraphs ofĤ induced by {(ν i ν j ) |ν i ν j ∈ E(H)} (see Figure 13 (right)). Note thatĤ i is a graph obtained from a subgraph of G ν i (defined in Section 2) by suppressing some degree-two vertices and applying generalized Y-∆ operation to vertices ν C . Hence, by Claim 12 everyĤ i is a planar graph if (Ĝ, H,φ) is Z 2 -approximable.
We constructf 0 . This step more-or-less follows considerations of M. Skopenkov [37] . The derivativef 0 is constructed by a surgery off 0 in which we first copy parts of the drawingf 0 , where each part consists of a set of all edges in G that are turned into intracluster edges of a single cluster in (Ĝ ,Ĥ ,φ ). These parts are then reconnected by pipe edges of (Ĝ ,Ĥ ,φ ). The crucial idea is to define the drawingf on the pieces of pipe edges inside discs N ε (ρ ) so that they follow a copy of a drawing of a path byf 0 . Then reconnecting the severed ends of pipe edges by curves contained in pipes leads somewhat magically to a Z 2 -approximation of (Ĝ ,Ĥ ,φ ) as proved in Claim 28.
LetĤ denote the thickening ofĤ . In what follows we define the restriction off 0 to the subgraph ofĜ [V ρ ], for ρ ∈ E(H). The restriction off 0 is defined as h ρ •f 0 , where h ρ is a homeomorphism mapping the union of the pipe of ρ = ν i ν j with N ε (ν i ) and N ε (ν j ) to the disc N ε (ρ ) inĤ such that the corresponding valves are mapped onto each other. This is illustrated in Figure 13 (right). Formally, a valve at N ε (ν i ) of ν i ν k , where ρ = ν i ν j , j = k, is mapped bijectively onto the valve of ρ (ν i ν k ) and similarly a valve at N ε (ν i ) of ν j ν k , where i = k, is mapped onto the valve of ρ (ν j ν k ) .
Refer to Figure 12a (top, bottom left) . We define the restriction off 0 to pipe edges of G , i.e., edges mapped byφ to edges ofĤ which will conclude the construction off 0 . Let Figure 14 : Illustration for the proof of Claim 28. g = v C v D be such an edge, where v C and v D belong to a connected component C and D, respectively, ofĜ \ E p (Ĝ ), where E p (Ĝ ) is the set of pipe edges in (Ĝ ,Ĥ ,φ ). It must be that if g does not belong to G, then g was introduced toĜ =Ĝ by the generalized Y-∆ operation, and thatφ (g) = ρ C ρ D (ρ C and ρ D are the same as in the definition of the normal form). Let P C and P D denote a shortest path inĜ with all the internal vertices contained in V (D) and V (C), respectively, starting at v C and v D , respectively, and continuing by the edge v C v D , such that its last edge is a pipe edge mapped byφ to ρ D and ρ C , respectively. Let Q C and Q D denote the subcurve of P C and P D , respectively, mapped byf 0 to the disc N ε (ν i ). Let us split g into three arcs g 1 , g 2 and g 3 , where g 1 contains v C and g 3 contains v D . Let h 1 denote a homeomorphism between g 1 and Q C mapping the end vertex v C of g 1 to the end point of Q C representing v C . Similarly, let h 3 denote a homeomorphism between g 3 and Q D mapping the end vertex v D of g 3 to the end point of Q D representing v D . Recall the definition of h ρ from the previous paragraph. We putf 0 (g 1 ) :
. Finally,f 0 (g 2 ) is defined so thatf 0 (g) is a non-self-intersecting arc andf 0 (g 2 ) is contained in the pipe of ρ C ρ D .
Claim 28. Iff 0 is independently even thenf 0 is independently even.
Proof. Refer to Figure 14 For the sake of contradiction suppose the contrary. By the construction, a pair of independent edges ofĜ that cross an odd number of times under f 0 must be formed by two pipe edges. Let g and g denote edges in such pair. Let g 1 , g 2 , g 3 and g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , denote the partition of the curve representing g and g , respectively, as in the definition of the derivative. We are done if we prove that crf 0 (g 1 , g 1 ) + crf 0 (g 2 , g 2 ) + crf 0 (g 3 , g 3 ) ≡ 2 0 or equivalently, that crf 0 (g 1 , g 1 ) + crf 0 (g 3 , g 3 ) ≡ 2 crf 0 (g 2 , g 2 ).
We have that crf 0 (g 2 , g 2 ) ≡ 2 1 if and only if the end points of g 2 and g 2 alternate along the boundary of the corresponding pipe. Note that this happens if and only if crf
, h 1 (g 1 )) ≡ 2 0, as H has no multi-edges or loops. Thus, crf 0 (g 2 , g 2 ) ≡ 2 1 if and only if crf
Step 2. Refer to Figure 12a (bottom) . We use the drawingf 0 ofĜ to define a desired drawing f 0 of G . By Claim 28,f 0 is independently even. Let g ∈ E(Ĝ ), such that g ∈ E(G ), denote an edge joining a pair of connected components C and D of G \ E p (Ĝ ). Since, g ∈ E(G ), g belongs to a cycle Z vs obtained by the application of the generalized Y-∆ operation to v s ∈ V s of degree at least three. In what follows we define f 0 on the edges incident to v s by altering the edges of Z vs inf 0 . By repeating the same procedure for every such cycle Z vs we obtain f 0 . Figure 15 : Pulling an edge along the boundary of the cluster so that both newly created edges resulting from the subdivision of g cross the edge an even number of times.
By property (3) of the subdivided normal form, g is a pipe edge in (Ĝ ,Ĥ ,φ ). Let us direct the edges of Z vs so that when following the inherited directions along the cyclê ϕ (Z vs ) we travel clockwise around a point in its interior. We subdivide every edge g 0 on Z vs by a pair of vertices at both valves that it intersects. A subdividing vertex is assumed to belong to the same cluster as the end vertex of g 0 that is its neighbor.
Let u denote a vertex subdividing g that is joined with the source of g w.r.t. the chosen directions on the edges of Z vs . Let's say that u ∈ V ρ D . We show that by performing the subdivisions one by one we can maintain the drawingf 0 independently even. Indeed, it cannot happen that an edge not sharing a vertex with g crosses exactly one newly created edge an odd number of times, sincef 0 was independently even before the subdivision. Hence, we just pull edges crossing both newly created edges an odd number of times over the subdividing vertex, see Figure 15 . As illustrated by the figure, this can be performed while not forcing the edge being pulled to cross the boundary of the cluster more than once, since we can pull the edge along the boundary of the cluster. Note that this would not be possible if more than one subdividing vertex is contained in the same valve, since then the edge being pulled would have to avoid such vertex 10 .
Let us put intoĤ all the edges and vertices of H missing inĤ . We assume that the image off 0 is contained in the thickening of the obtained graph. This can be done while keeping the resulting graph crossing free. Let O denote a curve following the boundary of the disc N ε (ρ D ) joining u and a point of the valve of ρ D ν vs that is disjoint from all the other valves. We claim that (*) O crosses every edge in the drawingf 0 evenly, and hence, zero number of times. If the claim is true, the part of edge g not contained in R is redrawn so that from u the edge g continues along O and ends in v s . Then we apply the same redrawing procedure to every other edge of Z vs . Note that repeating the same procedure to other cycles Z vs does not introduce a pair of non-adjacent edges crossing an odd number of times in the resulting drawing. Indeed, since all the cycles Z vs are directed clockwise, a pair of curves O defined for different v s 's do not end on the same valve, and hence, the redrawn pieces of edges do not cross.
It remains to prove (*). Refer to Figure 16 . Let R be the path contained in Z vs , such thatf 0 (R) ⊂ N ε (ρ D ), joining u with the other subdividing vertex of an edge on Z vs . Let the closed curve Z be obtained by concatenating O, R and the part of the boundary of N ε (ρ D ) intersecting only valves containing its end points. We claim that the curve Z crosses every edge crossing the valve containing u evenly.
Indeed, if such an edge e crosses Z an odd number of times, one of its end vertices is inside Z. This follows since e is not incident to a vertex contained in R by the definition of (Ĝ ,Ĥ ,φ ), because e is a pipe edge. Thus, e is forced to be incident to a connected component D 0 ofĜ \ E p (Ĝ ) mapped byφ to ρ D such that the connected component does not contain a vertex of R. Hence, D 0 must have at least one end vertex outside Z vs (in the sense of the definition from Section 2), which inevitably leads to a pair of non-adjacent edges crossing an odd number of times inf 0 (contradiction).
Due to the fact that R consists only of edges of the graph it also crosses the edge e evenly. Hence, the same holds for O and this concludes the construction of f 0 .
Proof. Note that the order of the end pieces of edges at corresponding vertices in f 0 and f 0 is the same, since we did not alter them in any way. By Claim 28, we did not introduce an independent odd pair of crossing in the drawing f 0 ofĜ in Step 1., and the same is true about Step 2. by the discussion therein.
The "moreover part" follows straightforwardly from the construction of f 0 .
Integration
For convenience in this section we assume the instance (G, H, ϕ) to be in the subdivided normal form. It is easy to see that Claim 17 remains valid also if (G, H, ϕ) is in the normal form. Let (G , H , ϕ ) = (G, H, ϕ) and f 0 be the Z 2 -approximation obtained by Claim 16 and vertex suppressions from a Z 2 -approximation f 0 of (G, H, ϕ), i.e., f 0 is the Proof. We show that there exists a desired approximation f of (G, H, ϕ). This follows basically from the well-known fact that for every plane bipartite graph there exists a simple closed curve that intersects every edge of the graph exactly once and in a proper crossing. This is also a consequence of the planar case of Belyi's theorem [4] . Let C be a connected component C of G[V ν i ] for some ν i ∈ V (H). To this end we first define a curve C ρ m ρ for each cluster V ρ of G , where ρ ∈ E(H). Such curves are later used to construct boundaries of the discs and pipes between them that can be deformed into H containing f .
By property (2) of the subdivided normal form, ϕ| −1 ν i (ϕ(D)), where D is a connected component of G[V \ V s ] and ν i ∈ ρ D , is a forest. Let T denote a tree of the forest ϕ| −1 ν i (ϕ(D)). In G , we contract every such tree T to a vertex, and update H and f accordingly.
Refer to Figure 17a and 17b. Since G is in the subdivided normal form, in the resulting instance every cluster V ρ , where ρ = (ν i ν j ) of G induces a bipartite graph
, whose part V ν i and V ν j contains vertices obtained by contracting trees corresponding to subgraphs of G[V ν i ] and G[V ν j ], respectively.
Let a ρ and b ρ denote a pair of distinct points in the boundary of N ε (ρ ) such that the removal of a ρ and b ρ splits the boundary of N ε (ρ ) into two parts, one containing the valves of the edges in H corresponding to the vertex ν i and the other one containing the valves of the edges corresponding to ν j . We construct a sequence of oriented curves C ρ 1 , . . . , C ρ m ρ contained in N ε (ρ ) such that every curve joins a ρ with b ρ . Each C ρ l splits N ε (ρ ) into two closed parts N ρ l,i and N ρ l,j such that N ρ
and each such edge can cross C ρ l at most once. Let C ρ 1 denote the part of the boundary of N ε (ρ ) containing the valves of edges corresponding to ν i . Let E ρ ,i denote the set of edges of G mapped by ϕ to the edges incident to ρ corresponding to ν i . The curve C ρ 2 is obtained from C ρ 1 as follows. First, we remove a small neighborhood of the first crossing of an edge in E ρ ,i with C ρ 1 w.r.t. to its orientation. Let g ∈ E ρ ,i be the edge creating this crossing. Let v denote the end vertex of g mapped by ϕ to ρ . We reconnect the severed ends of C ρ 1 by a curve that closely follows g without crossing it towards v, passes closely around v, and returns to the other severed end of C ρ 1 along g again without crossing it. We apply the same procedure recursively to the remaining part of C ρ 1 starting with the second reconnected severed end. Let C ρ 2 denote the resulting curve. Thus, C ρ 2 does not cross any pipe edge of G as required.
Suppose that we constructed C ρ l , for l > 1, and that not all the vertices of V ν i are mapped to N ρ l,i by f . (Otherwise, we are done and we put m ρ := l.) Let I ρ ,i denote a face-vertex incidence graph such that I ρ ,i is a bipartite graph with one part being V ν i and the other part being the set of faces of G [V ρ ], where a vertex in V ν i is joined with all the faces it is incident to. Since every edge of
The vertex v is adjacent to a vertex w ∈ V ν j also incident to F . Hence, C ρ l intersect the interior of F . We adjust C ρ l thereby obtaining C ρ l+1 as follows. Let D denote a connected component of the complement of C ρ l in F incident to u, i.e., the topological closure of D contains u. We remove a small part of C ρ l incident to D, and reconnect the severed end pieces of C ρ l so that for the resulting curve C ρ l+1 , the disc N ρ l+1,i contains exactly the same set of vertices of G [V ρ ] as N ρ l,i except that it also contains u, and crosses every edge at most once. It remains to construct the boundaries of discs the N ε (ν i ) and the pipes joining them.
Let C i denote a close curve obtained by concatenating curves in C i in the order corresponding to the rotation of ν i in H by curves following the boundary of H . Here, we assume that all the edges of the cycle C ν i defined in Section 2 are present in H for every ν i ∈ V (H), which can be assumed without loss of generality. Indeed, they can be added without violating the planarity of H so that all the vertices ν vs , for v s ∈ V ν i , are inside of C ν i . Hence, we can use the edges of C ν i to define the desired curves. Note that the curve C i bounds a discs containing the images of all the vertices in V ν i in the embedding f . Note that C i and C j are overlapping if ν i ν j ∈ E(H). We perturb C i 's to eliminate such overlaps, and introduce pipes, whose valves correspond to formerly overlapping parts . Then by deforming C i 's and their connecting pipes, see Figure 17c , and un-contracting trees T , that we contracted in the beginning of the proof, we obtain an approximation of (G, H, ϕ).
Since we have not altered the rotation system in the previous discussion, and the rotation system of f 0 and f 0 is the same at the corresponding vertices in G and G , respectively, this concludes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1
Let (G, H, ϕ) be as in the statement of the theorem. We start with a claim that helps us to identify instances which cannot be further simplified by derivating.
We show that by successively applying the derivative we eventually obtain an instance such that ϕ is locally injective.
Let Proof. We prove the first part of the claim and along the way establish the second part. Let f 0 denote a Z 2 -approximation of (G, H, ϕ). Note that in G the pipe edges incident to a special vertex v s ∈ V s (every such v s has degree at least three) and edges in H incident to ϕ (v s ) contribute together zero towards p(G , H , ϕ ).
where c is the number of connected components of H 0 that are trees. We use this fact together with a simple charging scheme in terms of an injective mapping µ defined in the next paragraph to prove the claim.
Suppose for a while that H 0 is connected. The set of pipe edges of G not incident to any v s ∈ V s forms a matching M in G by Definition 14. Let D(v), v ∈ V (G ), denote the connected component of G \ E p (G ) containing the vertex v. Note that D(v), for every vertex v incident to an edge in M , contains at least one former pipe edge, i.e., a pipe edge in (G, H, ϕ), by property (1) of the subdivided normal form. Let V p denote the set of vertices in G incident to such edges. We construct the injective mapping µ from the set V (M ) to V p . The mapping µ maps a vertex v ∈ V (M ) to a closest vertex (in terms of the graph theoretical distance in D(v)) in V p ∩ V (D(v)). The mapping µ is injective by the fact that in the corresponding subdivided normal form every connected component of G[V ν i ], for every ν i ∈ V (H), contains at most one special vertex. The injectivity of µ implies that 2|M | is upper bounded by 2|E p (G)|, and therefore |M | is upper bounded by |E p (G)|, which proves the second part of the claim. Furthermore, |E p (G)| = |M | only if after suppressing all vertices of degree two incident to an edge induced by a cluster, ϕ is locally injective, and H 0 contains a cycle.
If H 0 has more connected components, we then have |M | ≤ |E p (G)| − c, where the inequality is strict if ϕ is not locally injective after suppressing all degree-two vertices incident to an edge induced by a cluster. Indeed, if |M | = |E p (G)| − c, then there exist exactly 2c vertices v, v ∈ e ∈ E p (G), that are not in the image of the map µ. However, there are at least 2c vertices in G = G each of which is mapped by ϕ to a vertex of degree at most one in H 0 . This follows since a connected component of H 0 , that is an isolated vertex ν, contributes by at least two end vertices of an edge e ∈ E p (G) such that ϕ (e) = ν; and a connected component of H 0 , that is a tree, has at least two leaves each of which contributes by at least one end vertex of an edge in E p (G) mapped to it by ϕ . Hence, if |M | = |E p (G)| − c then all the vertices that are not contained in the image of µ, are accounted for by these 2c vertices.
Putting it together, we have |M | ≤ |E p (G)| − c and ( ) |E(H)| − c ≤ |E(H 0 )|, where the first inequality is strict if ϕ is not locally injective after suppressing all degree-two vertices incident to an edge induced by a cluster. Since the remaining pipe edges of G and edges of H contribute together zero towards p(G , H , ϕ ), summing up the inequalities concludes the proof.
Claim 30. Suppose that ϕ is locally injective after suppressing all degree-two vertices incident to an edge induced by a cluster. Applying the derivative |E p (G)| many times yields an instance in which no connected component of G is a path.
Proof. It suffices to observe that the maximum length of a path in G, that is a connected component, decreases after the derivative. Trivial connected components are then eliminated by bringing the instance into the normal form.
Proof of Theorem 1. We assume that every edge of H is in the image of ϕ and proceed by induction on p(G, H, ϕ). First, we discuss the inductive step. By Claim 23, we assume that (G, H, ϕ) is in the normal form which leaves p(G, H, ϕ) unchanged. Suppose that ϕ is not locally injective after suppressing degree-two vertices incident to an edge induced by a cluster. Derivating (G, H, ϕ) decreases p(G, H, ϕ) by Claim 29. By Claim 16 and 17, (G , H , ϕ ) with f 0 is a clone of (G, H, ϕ) with f 0 . Hence, in this case we are done by induction.
Thus, we assume that ϕ is locally injective, which includes the case when p(G, H, ϕ) = 0. This means that either we reduced G to an empty graph, or every connected component C of G[V ν i ], for every ν i ∈ V (H), is a single vertex. We suppose that G is not a trivial graph, since otherwise we are done.
We will work with a Z 2 -approximation f 0 of (G, H, ϕ) unless specified otherwise. Let P denote a path of length two in G. Let the internal vertex u of P belong to G[V ν i ], for some ν i ∈ V (H). The curve obtained by intersecting the disc N ε (ν i ) with P is an ν idiagonal supported by u. Let Q denote an ν i -diagonal supported by a vertex u of Figure 18 : A pair of ν i -diagonal Q 1 and Q 2 , and vertex v such that v < p i Q 1 and
Since ϕ is locally injective, Q must connect a pair of distinct valves. Let p i denote a vertex on the boundary of the disc N ε (ν i ) of ν i such that p i is not contained in any valve.
Definition 31. (See Figure 18 (left) for an illustration.) For a vertex v ∈ V ν i we define v < p i Q, v = u, if in the two-coloring of the complement of Q (such that connected regions sharing a non-trivial part of the boundary receive different colors) in the disc N ε (ν i ), v receives the same color as the component having p i on the boundary. Let Q 1 and Q 2 denote a pair of ν i -diagonals connecting the same pair of valves. We have
Recall that H does not contain multiple edges, since we do not introduce them by derivating. Thus, the two following claims follow easily by the same argument as (1) and (2) in [22, Theorem 13] .
By Claim 32, the relation < p i defines a tournament, i.e., a complete directed graph, on ν i -diagonals joining the same pair of valves. A pair of an ν i 1 -diagonal Q 1 and ν i 2 -diagonal Q 2 of G is neighboring if Q 1 and Q 2 have endpoints on the same (pipe) edge.
Let Q 1,i and Q 2,i denote a neighboring pair of an ν i 1 -diagonal and ν i 2 -diagonal sharing a pipe edge e i , for i = 1, 2, such that ϕ(e 1 ) = ϕ(e 2 ) = ρ = ν i 1 ν i 2 . Let p i 1 and p i 2 be on the boundary of N ε (ν i 1 ) and N ε (ν i 2 ), respectively, very close to the same side of the pipe of ρ. Claim 33. If Q 1,1 < p i 1 Q 2,1 then Q 1,2 < p i 2 Q 2,2 , see Figure 18 (right) for an illustration.
Let D 1 and D 2 denote a set of ν i 1 -diagonals and ν i 2 -diagonals, respectively, in G of the same cardinality such that every ν i 1 -diagonal in D 1 ends on the valve of ρ and forms a neighboring pair with a ν i 2 -diagonal in D 2 . We require that all the diagonals in D 1 join the same pair of valves. Let − −−− → G(D 1 ) denote the tournament whose vertex set is D 1 defined by the relation < p Proof. The second claim follows directly from the first one by Claim 33. Thus, it remains to prove the first claim. By treating all the valves at N ε (ν i 2 ) distinct from the valve of ρ as a single valve, both Claim 32 and Claim 33 applies to < p i 1 and < p i 2 , and the diagonals in D 1 and D 2 , respectively. Let D 2 ⊆ D 2 be non-empty and formed by all the ν i 2 -diagonals in D 2 joining the same pair of valves. For every pair Q 1 and Q 2 of an ν i 2 -diagonal in D 2 \ D 2 and D 2 , respectively, in − −−− → G(D 2 ), there exists a directed edge from Q 1 to Q 2 if and only if there does NOT exist a directed edge from Q 2 to Q 1 . Now, Claim 33 implies
A part of G inside N ε (ν i ) is the union of all ν i -diagonals. Acyclic case. We show that if < p i , for every i and an appropriately chosen p i , induces an acyclic tournament on every set of vertex-pairwise disjoint ν i -diagonals joining the same pair of valves, we can embed the part of G inside every disc N ε (ν i ) in N ε (ν i ) while respecting the relation < p i defined according to f 0 . By Claim 12, we obtain an embedding of the part of G inside every discs N ε (ν i ) in N ε (ν i ), i.e., embedding of all ν i -diagonals such that they end on their corresponding valves. In other words, in every cluster we embed connected components (now just vertices) induced by V ν i together with parts of their incident pipe edges so that the relations Q 1 < p i Q 2 are preserved for every pair of ν i -diagonals Q 1 and Q 2 joining the same pair of valves. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that in the embedding of the part inside N ε (ν i ) obtained by Claim 12 we have Q 1 > p i Q 2 while in the drawing f 0 we have Q 1 < p i Q 2 . We consider the embedding with the smallest number of such pairs, and consider such pair Q 1 and Q 2 whose end points are closest to each other along the valve that contains them.
First, we assume that both Q 1 and Q 2 pass through a connected component (a single vertex) of G[V ν i ] of pipe degree two. The endpoints of Q 1 and Q 2 are consecutive along valves, since < p i is acyclic. Thus, we just exchange them thereby contradicting the choice of the embedding. Second, we show that if Q 1 passes through a connected component C 1 of G[V ν i ] of pipe degree at least three and Q 2 passes through a component C 2 of pipe degree two, Q 1 > p i Q 2 in the drawing of f 0 leads to contradiction as well. Let ρ denote an edge of H such that there exists an edge incident to C 1 mapped to ρ by ϕ and there does not exist such an edge incident to C 2 , see Figure 18 (middle) for an illustration. Let B be the complement of the union of the valves containing the endpoints of Q 1 or Q 2 in the boundary of N ε (ν i ). Suppose that the valve of ρ and p i are contained in the same connected component of B. It must be that Q 1 < p i Q 2 in every Z 2 -approximation of (G, H, ϕ). If the valve of ρ and p i are contained in the different connected components of B, it must be that Q 1 > p i Q 2 in every Z 2 -approximation of (G, H, ϕ). Finally, we assume that Q 1 and Q 2 pass through a connected component C 1 and C 2 , respectively, of G[V ν i ] of pipe degree at least three. Similarly as above, let ρ 1 and ρ 2 denote an edge of H such that there exists an edge incident to C 1 and C 2 , respectively, mapped to ρ 1 and ρ 2 by ϕ, and neither Q 1 nor Q 2 ends on its valve. By Claim 10, we have ρ 1 = ρ 2 . By Claim 11, the valve of ρ 1 and ρ 2 are not contained in the same connected component B. Thus, by the same argument as in the previous case it must be that either in every Z 2approximation of (G, H, ϕ) we have Q 1 < p i Q 2 or in every Z 2 -approximation of (G, H, ϕ) we have Q 1 > p i Q 2 . Now, we would like to reconnect neighboring pairs of diagonals by curves inside the pipes without creating a crossing. Let Q 1,i and Q 2,i , for i = 1, 2, denote a pair of a neighboring ν i 1 -diagonal and ν i 2 -diagonal sharing a pipe edge e i , for i = 1, 2, such that ϕ(e 1 ) = ϕ(e 2 ) = ρ. We would like the endpoints of Q 1,1 and Q 1,2 to be ordered along the We show that testing whether (G, H, ϕ) is approximable by an embedding can be carried out in polynomial time thereby establishing Theorem 6.
By [22, Section 2] , we can test Z 2 -approximability in polynomial time. Therein an algorithm for c-planarity testing is considered based on solving a system of linear equations over Z 2 . This algorithm can be easily adapted to our setting, if we start with an arbitrary initial drawing of polynomial complexity contained in H satisfying (A) and (B), and forbid edge-cluster switches, see [22] for details. Thus, by our main result, Theorem 1, it remains to test the existence of a connected component C, C ⊆ G (i) such that C is a cycle and (C, H (i) , ϕ (i) ), for i = 2|E(G)|, is not approximable. In order to rule out the existence of C we do not have to construct f (i) 0 , although such a construction would lead to an efficient algorithm constructing an actual embedding 11 . Instead it is enough 11 By constructing f (i) 0 we mean specifying the rotation system and the parity of the number crossings between every pair of edges of G. By observing that every step of our proof is reflected by a change in such a representation of the Z 2 -approximation, it is quite straightforward to turn our algorithm into an efficient one that actually constructs an approximation. Nevertheless, to keep the presentation simple to work with a simplified instance (G, H, ϕ) obtained from (G, H, ϕ) by discarding every connected component of pipe degree zero induced by a cluster V ν i , contracting every connected component C induced by a cluster V ν i to a single vertex v C , deleting created loops and multiple edges, and putting ϕ(v C ) = ν i . Hence, every cluster of G induces an independent set in G, and edges of G capture adjacency between connected components of G induced by clusters. Therefore G is the adjacency graph of connected components induced by clusters of (G, H, ϕ).
Let I = (G, H, ϕ), I = (G, H, ϕ). To simplify the notation, by I (i) we denote the simplified derivative I . . . Proof. We prove the claim by induction on i. In the base step i = 1, and we need to show that the simplified instance of the derivative of (G, H, ϕ) equals to the simplified instance of the derivative of the simplified instance (G, H, ϕ). We bring (G, H, ϕ) into the normal form (G N , H, ϕ N ). Roughly speaking, we show that the simplified instance of the derivative of (G, H, ϕ) is determined by the simplified instance (G, H, ϕ).
By bringing an instance into the normal form we do not change the adjacency graph of connected components induced by clusters. Hence, without loss of generality we assume that (G, H, ϕ) is already in the normal form as well.
Let V (resp. V) denote the the union of the set of special vertices V s (resp. V s ) in V (G) (resp. V (G N )), and the set of connected components of G[V (G) \ V s ] (resp. G N [V (G N ) \ V s ]). Let G = (V, E) (resp. G = (V, E)) denote the bipartite graph in which v s ∈ V s (resp. v s ∈ V s ) is joined by an edge with C ∈ V \ V s (resp. C ∈ V \ V s ) if v s is adjacent to C in G (resp. G N ).
Note that G and G is isomorphic to the adjacency graph of connected components induced by clusters in the derivative of (G, H, ϕ) and (G, H, ϕ), respectively. The base step follows by the definition of the derivative, since there exists a graph isomorphism h between G and G, such that ϕ N (h(v s )) = ϕ(v s ) ∈ V (H), for all v s ∈ V s , and ϕ N (h(C)) = ϕ(C) ∈ E(H), for all C ∈ V \ V s . By Theorem 1, ϕ (i) , for some i ≤ 2|E(G)|, is locally injective after suppressing all degree-two vertices incident to an edge induced by a cluster. In particular, this means that (G, H, ϕ) (i) is (after suppression) already a simplified instance.
Thus, by Claim 36 in order to produce (G, H, ϕ) (i) it is enough to apply i times the operation of the simplified derivative successively to the simplified instance of (G, H, ϕ). Note that it is enough to consider connected components G 0 of G, in which all connected components induced by clusters have pipe degree at most two. This is because by "integrating" such an instance (as in Section 8) we never introduce a connected component we present only a decision version of the algorithm. of pipe degree more than two. Hence, a cycle, that is a connected component in G (i) , and that is not approximable but Z 2 -approximable must come from such a connected component of G.
Here, we are cheating a little bit as we disregard other connected components of G, when derivating and these connected components could definitely change the outcome of the derivative. However, we do not lose any relevant information by working only with a subgraph G 0 of G by the following claim. We assume that the derivated instances are in the normal form unless stated otherwise.
Claim 37. If C ⊆ G (i) is a connected component of G (i) then (C 0 , H, ϕ) (i) = (C, H (i) , ϕ (i) ), where (G (i) , H (i) , ϕ (i) ) = (G, H, ϕ) (i) and C 0 ⊆ G is a connected component of G. Moreover, if C is a cycle then C 0 can be chosen to be a cycle that is not necessarily a connected component of G.
Proof. The claim is proved similarly as Claim 36 by induction on i. For i = 1, for the first part of the claim we have (C 0 , H, ϕ) = (C, H , ϕ ), where C 0 = C, by the definition, before bringing the derivatives into the normal form, and hence, the same holds after normalizing. For the "moreover" part we observe that if C is a cycle, by reversing the process of bringing the instance into the normal form we obtain a closed walk in G containing the desired C 0 . Here, we just consider the effect of the following operations on C: a contraction of an edge, suppression of a degree-two vertex, edge subdivision, vertex split, and generalized Y-∆ operation. In case of the generalized Y-∆ operation performed on v ∈ V (C), we replace the pair of edges incident to v on C by a subpath contained in the cycle replacing v.
For i > 1, by the induction hypothesis we can choose C 0 such that (C 0 , H, ϕ) (i−1) = (C, H (i−1) , ϕ (i−1) ), where C ⊆ G (i−1) . Since the instances are already in the normal form C 0 we have (C 0 , H, ϕ) (i) = ((C 0 , H, ϕ) (i−1) ) I.H. = (C, H (i−1) , ϕ (i−1) ) = (C, H (i) , ϕ (i) ), before bringing the instance in the normal form, and hence, the same holds after normalizing. The "moreover" part follows by the same argument as in the base case.
Algorithm. First, we test Z 2 -approximability of (G, H, ϕ) by solving a system of linear equation of polynomial size, see [22, Section 2] . If (G, H, ϕ) is not Z 2 -approximable then we know that it is also not approximable. Second, our algorithm constructs the simplified instance of ((G 0 ) (i) , H (i) , ϕ (i) ), for all i ≤ 2|E(G)|. We do not increase the number of pipe edges by derivating, which follows by the second part of Claim 29. Since we always contract connected components induced by clusters and discard loops and multiple edges, there are no other edges in the resulting instance besides pipe edges. Thus, the simplified instance of ((G 0 ) (i) , H (i) , ϕ (i) ), for every i ≤ 2|E(G)|, can be constructed in polynomial time. Finally, we test for all connected components that are cycles C ⊆ (G 0 ) (i) , i = 2|E(G)|, if (C, H (i) , ϕ (i) ) is approximable by an embedding, which can be done efficiently, for example by the algorithm in [11] . By Theorem 1 all such tests are positive if and only if the original instance is positive.
C-planarity
We show that Theorem 6 implies that c-planarity is tractable for flat clustered graphs if the number of clusters is at most three.
